
Photographs of Holes in Clothing 

1. ‘Why didn't LOOK use the photographs to illustrate the point made about 

the location of the holes? 

2. Yes, the Commission did give the measurements on page 92 of the Report; 

but it certainly did not "quite fully discuss"! the holes. On the contrary, 

the Commission states the measurements as if they were consistent with the 

alleged location of the entrance wound in the back. It does not acknowledge 

that the holes were inconsistent with the wound, nor that Dr. Humes was 

examined on the issue of the discrepancy, nor the lame explanation which 

Dr. Humes offered for the lower site of the clothing holes--a lame explanation 

that applied only to the coat, in any case. The Commission never confronted 

the problem of the hole in the shirt; nor does Knebel. 

Hudicins 

1. Why did the Warren Commission suppress Secret Service report 767 from 

the Exhibits and from the Archives? 

2. Why doesn't Knebel insist on seeing that suppressed report before he 

reaches conclusions? 

3. If both Hudkins and Jaworski deny an interview, and if the Commission 

itself did not interview Hudkins, it can*hardly be said (as Knebel says) 

that Jaworski worked on the matter or made a thorough investigation. 

h. Was there a so-called "independent review of the FBI files on the Oswald 

investigation"? See Alan Belmont's testimony, 5H 11-16). 

5. ds. Edgar Hoover testified (5H 116) that the FBI had interviewed Hudkins 

about the allegations that Oswald wa8"the FBI payroll. Why are those 

interview reports suppressed from the Exhibits? 

Falsification of the Autopsy Report 

1. Humes' refusal to discuss the autopsy (NY Times December 6, 1963 and 

broadcast by Charles Kramer November 1965). 

2. Why have the following documents been suppressed? 

Secret Service survey report accompanying reenactment album of 
December 5, 1963 (see CE 875) 

Reports of FBI agents present at the autopsy 
FBI and Secret Service interviews with Parkland Hospital doctors 
Transcripts of TV tapes of interviews and statements by 
Dr. Malcolm Perry and other Parkland Hospital doctors 

3. Why was not Admiral Burkley a witness before the Commission? Why didn't 
Knebel question him about the contents of the autopsy report, or take into 
accouit criticism of the autopsy by the Americandcademy of Forensic Sciences, etc.


